
Paradrop in SPA (Belgium)
Air dropping pilots often complain about gliders paragliders in their 
patterns.

The direct consequence could be the creation of an ATZ that, 
following us, would not solve the problem, as the proposed area 
would not increase the protection of the dropping aircraft. On the 
contrary, it would increase further the clogging of our flight maps, 
rendering them even more difficult to comprehend.

This ATZ is ready to be published, but BCAA has decided to hold it 
for the moment.

It has however requested that an awareness briefing should be 
distributed among the gliding and paragliding communities about 
this airport in the Belgian “Fagnes”.

Hence this little briefing.



35. ATZ SPAThe ATZ as it could be published in the Belgian AIP.



The 1/250.000 LOW AIR 

is the official VFR flying 

map in Belgium

There is a small blue parachute, not very visible, but 

present at Spa.
The little blue shaded circle is depicting the NDB 

and does not correspond to the recreational 

activity circle published in the AIP.



EBSP
The green circle on the AIP 

airport visual approach 

chart marks the 

recreational activity area.

It covers the standard 

patterns (in blue) of the 

power aircraft.

Avoiding the green circle is 

in the interest of everybody, 

but does not prevent an 

encounter with a paradrop 

aircraft!

The recreational activity 

area does not appears on 

the LOW AIR map, but it is 

generally present on 

navigation systems like LX 

or Oudie.



EBSP RWY 23

Depicted in green is the 

recreational activity area that 

protects the jumpers. In red is 

where there is danger of 

encountering the paradrop aircraft 

when runway 23 is in use.

The red traces are coming from the 

paradrop aircraft FLARM. Their 

climb out angles are important, but 

their descent angles are really 

impressive. Within the recreational 

activity area, jumpers have 

absolute priority. The area must be 

avoided at all cost when jumping 

activity is going on.



EBSP RWY 05

Depicted in green is the 

recreational activity area that 

protects the jumpers. In red 

is where there is danger of 

encountering the paradrop 

aircraft when runway 05 is in 

use.

In Golf Airspace, as well as in the 

recreational activity area, 

paragliders and gliders have 

priority on the paradrop aircraft, 

but those have pretty bad frontal 

visibility. It is better not to count 

on an evasive maneuver from 

their part! 



Paradrop in SPA (Belgium)
When you approach the zone, it is advisable to switch on their frequency:

124.640
If you have doubts about their activity, just contact them!

Keep a good LOOK OUT and try to avoid the green and red zones presented earlier.

Enjoy flying

Baudouin Litt


